GCSANC Membership,
I hope this note finds you and your families safe and healthy during this time of
uncertainty. Our industry has been blindsided by the crippling impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. It is a difficult task we have in front of us, wrestling with the morality of
continuing or discontinuing golf operations. How do we keep our teams safe while attempting
to perform minimum maintenance to protect the asset? We are deciding who works and who
is furloughed. Worrying about the impact those decisions have on our staff and their families
is a great burden to bear.
I don’t have the answer, and none of us do. This is a fluid situation, and forecasting
where we will be in 2 weeks, 2 months or 2 years is impossible. I encourage you to focus on
the things that are in your control at this very moment. Superintendents have always done a
great job of sharing resources and supporting each other in times of need. Now is the time to
give it everything we’ve got. Lean on each other, share ideas and resources. Please
remember that GCSANC is here to help. I’ve asked our Executive Director, Marc Connerly, to
shift his time to updating the website with the latest resources available at the federal, state
and county levels. GCSAA is hosting informative town halls on a weekly basis; if you are
unable to attend the live webinars, recordings are available. Links to this will also be posted
on our website.
Marc and Jeff Jensen, our regional GCSAA representative, are very knowledgeable regarding
the CARE’s Act and how it could be a benefit to your club. In addition, they are up to speed
on the various shelter in place orders, and what that means for you, your team and your
family. Please utilize these resources at your disposal.
These are unprecedented times, but we will get through this together. Please
continue to take care of yourself and your loved ones.
All my best,
Pete Bachman
GCSANC President

